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Abstract 
AdPmek, J. and J. Reiterman, The quasitopos hull of the category of uniform spaces - a correction, 
Topology and its Applications 48 (1992) 179-184. 
We present a description of the quasitopos hull of the category of uniform spaces. This corrects 
our earlier description published in Topology A&. 27. 
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In our paper [4] we attempted to describe the quasitopos hull of the category 
Unif of uniform spaces. Unfortunately, that description was incorrect, and the reason 
was a mistake in [2] where it was claimed that, given a topological category Yl 
which is a full, finally dense subcategory of a quasitopos S? then the initial lifts of 
all [K,, K2]# with K,, KZ~ Yl form the quasitopos hull of YL (We denote power 
objects by [A, B] and objects representing strong partial morphisms with codomain 
A by A#.) The statement has been corrected in [5] as follows: 
Correspondence to: Dr. J. Adzimek, Technical University of Prague, FEL CVUT, Suchbatarovc 2, Praha 
6. Czechoslovakia. 
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Theorem. Let 7L be a topological category which is a full, finally dense subcategory of 
a concrete quasitopos 9. Then 22 is a quasitopos hull of 7C iff all objects [K, , K,#] with 
K, , K2 E 2” are initially dense in 2 
Corollary. Let 7C be a topological category which is a full, finally dense subcategory 
of a concrete quasitopos 52. Then the initial hull of all objects [K,, Kr] of 22 with 
K, E 22 and K2 E 7l forms a quasitopos hull of rt. 
In fact, from the proof of the above theorem it follows readily that the quasitopos 
hull of rt is the initial hull of all objects [K,, K,#] with K,, ‘I(OZ,,EX. For K, E S?-rC 
use a final sink (Ai A K,)itr with A, E 7l: then ([K,, Kr] - [Ai, Kz#l)ie, is 
an initial source, thus, [K, , K:] lies in the quasitopos hull. 
In what follows we work with semi-uniform spaces, see [ 111, i.e., pairs (X, a) 
where (Y is a filter (w.r.t. the ordering by inclusion) of symmetric vicinities of the 
diagonal in XXX (i.e., of sets U G XXX with A, c U = UP’). Let SUnif be the 
category of semi-uniform spaces, where morphisms f: (X, cy) + ( Y, p) are functions 
f:X+ Y such that UEP implies (fxf))‘(U)Ecr. 
Unif is, obviously, a full subcategory of SUnif. It is finally dense in SUnif because, 
as proved in [7], every semi-uniform space is a quotient of a uniform space. It is 
easy to verify that both quotients and finite coproducts are stable under pullbacks 
in SUnif. Thus, by [4, Remark 81, we have the concrete quasitopos A*SUnif of 
filters of semi-uniformities: objects are pairs (X, &) where X is a set and d is a 
filter of semi-uniform spaces (Y, /3), Y s X, under the ordering i defined by 
(Y /3) < (Y’, p’) iff Y c Y’ and the inclusion is a morphism (Y, /3) + (Y’, p’) of 
SUnif. Filter means that 
(a) ( I’, p) E ~2 implies ( Y’, /3’) E ti whenever (Y’, p’) < ( Y, p), 
(b) for (Y’, /?‘), (Y”, /3”) E & there exists (Y p) E d with (Y’, /3’) i (Y, p) and 
( Y”, P”) < ( Y, P), 
(c) for each x E X there exists ( Y, /3) E & with x E Y. 
Morphisms f : (X, &) + (X’, d’) are functions f : X + X’ such that for each ( Y, p) E 
& there exists ( Y’, p’) E z!Z’ with f ( Y) c Y’ and such that the domain-range restriction 
off defines a morphism ( Y, p) + ( Y’, p’) of SUnif. 
We consider SUnif as a full, concrete subcategory of A*SUnif by identifying each 
(X,cw)~SUnifwith(X,{(Y,p):(Y,p)i(X,cr)}). 
Definition. (1) A semi-uniformity (Y is called simple if it has a base formed by a 
single vicinity U, i.e., (Y consists of all symmetric supersets of U. The semi-uniformity 
is then denoted by [U]. 
(2) A filter of semi-uniformities is called simple if it has a basis of simple 
semi-uniformities. That is, (X, 4) is simple if for each ( Y, p) E ti there is ( Y’, [ U]) E 
d with (Y,p)<(Y’,[U]). 
(3) A filter of semi-uniformities is called saturated if it is an intersection of simple 
filters. 
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(4) The full subcategory of A*SUnif of all saturated filters is denoted by SF. 
Lemma 1. The power object of semi-unifurm spaces A = (X, a), B = (Y, p) in fhe 
category A*SUnif is the foilow~ng saturated~lter of semi-uaiformities: 
[A, Bl= (hod4 N, W 
where %T consists of all semi-uniform spaces (M, t.~) satisfying the following conditions: 
(1) M G hom(A, B) is an equicontinuous set, i.e., for each VE /3 there exists U E a 
with U.tCM f x f( U) c V; in other words, there is a function r: /3 -+ a coherent in the 
sense that U,_,,,fxf(rV)c V.forall VEX. 
(2) E;L contains, for some coherent function r: @ + a, all the vicinities V”‘= 
{(_<g)E MxM: fxg(rV)c V}for VE& i.e., {V”‘: V~/3}ct.~ 
Proof. (I) Evaluation is a morphism ev: [A, B] x A+ B in A*SUnif. To prove this, 
it clearly suffices to show, for each equicontinuous set M c hom(A, B) and every 
coherent function r, that the restriction of the evaluation is a morphism ev : (M, t_~) x 
A -+ B of SUnif, where p is the semi-uniformity with the subbasis { V”‘: V E p}. This 
is obvious: for each VE p we have vicinities V”’ and V* = rVE CY such that given 
(.L g) E v”’ and (x, y) E V” then 
(f(x), g(y)) E (fx RN v*1 s v. 
(II) Given an object D in A*SUnif and a morphism f: D x A + B, the function 
j: D + [A, B], d++f(d, -), is a morphism, too. We prove this first in case D = (T, 6) 
is a semi-uniform space: 
(a) Each ffd, -) : A + B is clearly uniformly continuous. 
(b) $ is a morphism, i.e., T=j( M) is an equicontinuous set and, for some 
coherent map r; the range restriction of p is uniformly continuous from D to (M, p). 
In fact, for each VE /3 there exist SVE 6 and rVG a such that 
(d,, 4) E sv and Cx, ~‘1 E rV imply (f(d,, x),./X4, y)) E V. 
It follows that the map r : p -+ a is coherent: for each f(d, -) E M we have (d, d) E sV 
and thus (f(d, -) x f(d, -))(rV) c V The continuity of the restriction of 1 is obvious: 
for each V”’ where VE p we have SVE 6 for which (d,, d2) E sV implies 
(~~d~),~(d~)) E V”‘. 
Next, let D be a filter of semi-uniformities 4, i E 1. Since each of the restrictions 
f; : 13, x A + B off: D x A + B is a morphism, it follows from the above that each 
J : Di -+ [A, B] is a morphism and thus j: D+ [A, B] is a morphism since the sink 
of inclusion maps (0, L-, D), is final in A*SUnif. 
(III) Finally, let us verify that [A, B] is a saturated filter. If B is a simple 
semi-uniform space, then [A, B] is, obviously, a simple filter of semi-uniformities. 
In general, each semi-uniform space B has an initial source (B id B,), with each 
R, simple, and this yields an initial source ([A, B] e [A, &I), whose codomains 
are simple filters-thus the domain is saturated. q 
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Lemma 2. For each semi-untform space K the object K # of A*SUnif is a semi-uniform 
space. 
Proof. It is easy to verify that if K = (X, a) then K# = (X u {a}, a”) where LY# = 
{uu({oo}xx)u(xx{oo})u{oo,oo}: UEcu}. 0 
Characterization Theorem. The category SF of saturated jilters of semi-uniformities 
is a quasitopos hull of Unif. 
Proof. SUnif is clearly closed under quotients in A*SUnif. Since each semi-uniform 
space is a quotient of a uniform space (in SUnif), it follows that not only SUnif 
but even Unif is finally dense in A*SUnif. By the above corollary, it is sufficient 
to prove that the initial hull of all power objects [K,, K,#] where K2 is a uniform 
space is equal to SF. By Lemmas 1 and 2, these power objects lie in s”F for K, E SUnif. 
For K, general choose a final sink (L, + K,) with L, E Unif; we obtain an initial lift 
([K, , K I] + [Li, K2#]) in A*SUnif. Since SF is clearly closed in A*SUnif under 
initial lifts, it follows that [K, , K T] E SF. 
Thus, it is sufficient to prove that each simple filter (X, ~2) of semi-uniformities 
is an initial lift of an object [P, R] where P is a semi-uniform space and R = S# 
for some uniform space S. Let R = (0, l}” where (0, l} is the discrete uniform space, 
i.e., R is the simple semi-uniform space on the set (0, 1, a} whose generating vicinity 
is 
w= (0, f,ecJ> x (0, 1,4 -{(O, I), (f,O)]. 
Let &,, be the basis of ti formed by all simple semi-uniform spaces in &, and for 
each A E do, denote by V, the generating vicinity. Denote further by P the following 
semi-uniform space: its underlying set is X XX x A$, and the following vicinities 
U,, AE do, form a basis of its semi-uniformity: 
UA ={(r, s) E Px P: (x, Y) E v,*((e(x)(r), e(y)(s)) E WI 
where e : X + R” is defined by 
1 
0, if r = (x, x, A) for some A E .&, 
e(x)(r) = 
1, if r = (x, y, A) for some A E do 
with (x, y) & V, and y E A, 
00, else. 
(To verify that { U,} is a basis of vicinities observe that each U, contains the diagonal 
of P, and that lJ, c U,, n U,, holds whenever VA1 u Va2 c V,.) We are going to 
prove that 
e: (X, &) + [P, R] is initial in A*SUnif. 
(a) For each x E X, e(x) : P+ R is uniformly continuous since e(x) x e(x)( U,,,) C 
W. 
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(b) e is a morphism since for each A E d,,, M = e(A) is equicontinuous, and the 
(coherent) function I given by rW = U, has the property that the domain-range 
restriction of e is uniformly continuous from A to (M, {V: V vicinity, W”’ E V}). 
In fact, if (x, y) E V, then 
(e(x), e(y)) E W”‘= ((1 g) E M x M:fx g( U,) c WI. 
(c) To show that e is initial, suppose that D = (T, 6) is a semi-uniform space 
with T c X such that the domain-range restriction of e is a morphism e’: D + [P, R] 
(i.e., there exists an equicontinuous set M c hom( P, R) and a coherent function r 
[a choice of a vicinity rW in P] such that e’: D+ (M, {V: W”‘c_ V}) is uniformly 
continuous). We are going to prove that then D-C A for some AE d. The uniform 
continuity of e’ means that there exists a vicinity V* E 6 such that (e x e)( V*) E W”‘. 
Since rW is a vicinity in P, it contains some U, (AE do), and thus 
(x, _r) E V* implies (e(x) X e(y))( U,) G W. 
We are going to prove that D-C A. 
(a) T G A. If contrary, choose t E T-A; further, choose a E A. Since e( t)( t, t, A) = 
0 and e( t)( t, a, A) = 1, we have, for r = (t, t, A) and s = (t, a, A): 
(e(t)(r), e(f)(s))sf W. 
This is a contradiction since, clearly, (t, t) E V” and (r, s) E U,. 
(b) To prove D < A, it is sufficient to verify that V” G V,. If contrary, choose 
(x,y)~ V*- V, and put r=(x, x, A) and s=(y, x, A). Then (I; S)E U, but 
(e(x)(r), e(y)(s)) = (0, l)E W, a contradiction. 
This concludes the proof that e: D--z [P, R] is an initial morphism. 0 
Example. SF is a proper subcategory of A*SUnif; one can prove that the following 
filter (X, 93) is not saturated: Let X be an infinite set and let a subbase of 3 be 
formed by all semi-uniform spaces (X, a,+) where 5 is a free ultrafilter on X x X - A, 
and 
ayT={UuAx: U= ~F’E%}. 
Remark. In [3] we have described the Cartesian closed topological hull of the 
category of uniform spaces as the category of bornological uniform spaces (X, (Y, %) 
where cy is a uniformity on X and % is a bornology on X naturally related to each 
other. 
In contrast to bornological uniform spaces, in the concept of saturated filter of 
semi-uniformities, (1) there is not a single semi-uniformity but various semi-unifor- 
mities on various subsets and (2) the bornology (of all underlying sets of the members 
of the filter) is not related to the structure of semi-uniformities. 
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